Primary prevention and delay of onset of AD/dementia.
Prevention in Alzheimer's disease and other dementias (AD/dementia) is defined on the basis of clinical states and their expressed symptoms. Primary prevention refers to delaying the development of the full-blown state of clinically expressed disease in normal individuals. Current primary prevention research is driven by evidence of AD/dementia protective factors that have emerged from epidemiological studies. The first randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of primary AD/dementia prevention have been designed to test the efficacy and safety of NSAIDs, hormonal therapy, antihypertensive drugs and antioxidants. The experience of these trials has indicated safety concerns as a key issue and highlighted significant design challenges in this type of research. These trials have required large sample sizes and unsustainable costs. There should be consideration given in future trials to enriching study samples with risk factors to increase progression rates to AD/dementia. Innovative strategies will also be needed to recruit and retain subjects given the long follow-up periods, modest perceived benefit and the potential for the risk-benefit ratio to change during the trial. It is foreseeable that regulatory authorities will be presented with primary prevention RCTs for approval and labelling, and that criteria to evaluate such evidence still need to be developed.